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Welcome to the LarsLap family 
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Thank you for choosing LarsLap Valve grinder model FL. 
By choosing a LarsLap valve grinder you have received a high quality product where we have carefully 
chosen parts with great care for best possible performance. 
To achieve a long and trouble free life?me of your LarsLap Valve grinder, we ask you to read this 
opera?on manual thoroughly before you take the machine in use and only to use original spare parts 
or parts recommended by LarsLap. 
If there would be problems that are not included in this opera?on manual, we ask you to contact your 
LarsLap dealer for further instruc?ons. 

We wish you good luck with your LarsLap valve grinder. 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

- Keep the working area clean. Dirty areas may cause injury. 

- Evaluate working environment. Make certain that ligh+ng is sa+sfactory. 

- Use suitable clothing. Do not wear loose clothes or accessories it can 
cause injury. 

- Wear protec@ve goggles and ear protec@on. Use face or dust mask as 
needed. 

- Stand firm. Stand on steady ground and maintain balance while working. 

- Before start, check the machine for damaged parts and make sure that 
safety arrangements are working. 

- Make sure that all adjus+ng keys, wrenches and other tools are removed 
before star@ng  

the machine. 

- Be alert and keep your eyes on the job. Use common sense. Do not 
operate the machine if you are +red or under influence by medica+on. 

- Handle the machine with care. Careless handling can affect the machine 
capacity and accuracy. 

- Keep wires and cables from heat, oil and sharp edges. 

- Do not overload the machine. Performance is best at designated load. 

- Store all tools in the supplied case. Keep the case in a locked and dry 
facility. 
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- Keep unauthorized people away. Do not permit untrained visitors or 

staff to be in contact with the tools. 

- Use of parts not authorized by LarsLap may cause damage to the 
equipment and may cause injury to the operator. 

- Personnel authorized by LarsLap must repair damaged machinery. 

           Cau@on! 
- Keep gloves, clothes and body parts away from the machines rota@ng 

parts. 

Severe injuries can be caused if you get trapped in the machines rota+ng 
parts. 

- LiD heavy work pieces in a secure way by using classified liNing tools/
equipment 

operated by educated personnel.  

Insecure liNing procedure may cause body injury or damages on the 
machine. 

- All electrical equipment must be handled with care.  

Do not under any circumstances open the electrical motor or other 
electrical parts!  

This may cause serious body injury or death by electric chock or damage 
the machine. 
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Never connect or use the machine in wet or damp places. 

- Make sure that the machine is connected by electrical authorized 
personnel. 

-

MAKE SURE THAT THE MACHINE ARE CONNECTED TO THE 
RIGHT VOLTAGE!! 

Instruc@ons prior to and aDer use 

Your valve grinder model STM is manufactured and tested according 
to LarsLap´s specifica+ons and high standards. To ensure your STM 
machine a long and trouble free life+me, please follow the 
instruc+ons below. 

Before start of using the machine. 

- Make sure that the machine is rigid and stabile, and we recommend to 
secure the work bench in the floor, a wall or similar firm structure. 

Prior to and aDer use you must consider the following: 

- Check all parts to make sure that they are not damaged or have been 
influenced so that the performance can be effected, if so contact your 
LarsLap dealer for further instruc+ons.  
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- That all parts are cleaned from water, dirt and grinding dust.  

- Check the schedule provided in the case that no parts are missing before 
and aNer use. 

Technical data 
Measurements 

Min/max internal seat diameter   8-500mm (1/4”-19”) 
Max external seat diameter   550mm (21”) 
Max external work piece diameter   600mm (24”) 
Max work piece height rota+on table  550mm (21”) 
Max work piece Hight +lt table   553mm (22”) 
Max work piece seat height   400mm (16”) 
Tilt table square size    430mm x 470mm (17” 
x 18,5”) 
Tilt table diagonal distance   600mm (24”) 
Tilt table +l+ng ability    +/- 12° 
Rota+on table size    450mm (16”) 
Fastening clamp extensions   2 x 75-100mm (2 x 
3-4”) 
Max weight on work table   300Kgs 

Motors 

Tool/grinding motor    5-400rpm 
Rota+on table    5-40rpm 
Hight motor    2 speed. Slow/fast. 
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Dimension Complete    

Length x depth x total height    1840 x 700 x 2300mm 
Working table height    900mm 
Weight complete base machine   380kg (800 Ibs) 

Electrics/power supply 

Main power supply    220-240V/50Hz  
Power consump+on    2300w/10A 
Machine parts STM DUO 
        Qty Descrip@on   

1. Base frame/drive unit with touch control display. 

 1  Work bench with electric cabinet. 

1. Tilt table. 

 1 Rota@on table. 

 1 Spring actuated drive joint model K. 

 1 Spring actuated drive joint model FL. 

 1 Grinding disc K DN15 (Ø24) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN20 (Ø30) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN25 (Ø35) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN32 (Ø42) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN40 (Ø52) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN50 (Ø65) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN65 (Ø75) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN80 (Ø95) 

 1 Grinding disc K DN100 (Ø120) 

 1 FL Holding plate DN65/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN80/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN100/5 
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 1 FL Holding plate DN125/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN150/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN175/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN200/5 

  

 Qty Descrip@on  

 1 FL Holding Plate DN225/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN250/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN300/5 

 1 FL Holding plate DN350/7 

 1 FL Holding plate DN400/7 

 1 FL Holding plate DN450/7 

 1 FL Holding plate DN500/7 

 7 Fric@on grinding heads Ø28 

 7 Fric@on grinding heads Ø35 

 7 Fric@on grinding heads Ø40 

 7 Fric@on grinding heads Ø50 

 7 Fric@on grinding heads Ø70 

 1 Tool drive shaD Ø30 

 1 Collet ER50 Ø30 

 1 Collet nut ER50 

 1 Set of various clamps. 

 1 Allen key set 2-8 mm 

 1 Hexagon screw driver 2 mm 

 1 Hexagon screw driver 4 mm 

 1 Block wrench 55 mm 

 1 Collet chuck key ER50 
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How to use your LarsLap STM grinder 

Before you start: 

1. Make sure that no parts are missing or damaged, if 
necessary contact your LarsLap dealer for advice. 
The machine must be connected to the right voltage,                                                                        
a secure power supply with grounded earth by                                                                 
authorized personnel. 

2. If the machine is started for the first +me, make sure to                                                             
remove all transport secure clamps. 

Star@ng 
3. Start the machine by switching the power switch ON. 

Touch screen 

4. The display takes approximately 30 seconds to light up                                                                   
and be ready for use.  

5. The display has an easy layout, and the touch screen                                                                       
does not require heavy pressure to operate. 
The motors are programmed for smooth start and                                                                      stop, 
all to avoid large currency flow and to reduce                                                                   excessive 
wear to mechanical components. This allows the 
direc+on of rota+on to be changed direct without  need 
to stop the motor before change of direc+on. 

 Emergency stop. 
When the emergency stop is engaged, all the motors                                                                 
stops immediately by using the electric motors brake. 
The emergency stop shall NOT be used as regular stop                                                                    
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or turn off the machine.  
It shall only be used as emergency stop.                              

If the emergency stop is engaged, there are a warning                                                                       
sign flashing on the touch screen. 
Twist the red emergency stop knob to reset according                                                                       
to the arrows. 
ANer reset, the start bulons need a few seconds, and                                                                 
two push to engage and start the motors again. 
The motor status can be seen con+nuously on the bolom                                                            of 
the screen below each motor touch bulon control. 

  

Drive shaN up/down and grinding pressure. 
The height motor has two travel speeds, fast and slow. 
Only use the slow travel when the machine is close to the                                                                           
end stops or close to add grinding pressure on a work piece. 
Always add grinding pressure at slow travel mode! 

Motor control grinding motor.  
The grinding motor will operate between 5-400rpm. 
The drive uses a torque compensator that will make the                                                                                
motor to maintain the speed at different grinding loads. 
If too much load (Grinding pressure) are used, the                                                                                   
electronics will stop and reset the motor. This will be seen on                                                                      
the screen on the motor status.  
The load must then be released by lower the grinding                                                                             
pressure for a con+nuous use. 
The larger diameter on the driving head, the larger fric+on                                                                      
load. (Use less grinding pressure for larger seat diameter. 
The speed and the direc+on can be changed directly by just                                                              
pushing the signs on the touch screen. 

Always start at low rota@on speed and then make the                                                                      
increase to the desired speed. 
This to avoid damages on machine and work piece.  
And to reduce the risk of body injuries caused by unexpected                                                                  
high speed of the machine. 

The cunng speed is following the same physical laws as any                                                                  
similar cunng/grinding machine. 
Large grinding diameter requires low speed, and small                                                                        
grinding diameters requires higher speed. 



Start/stop of rota+on table.
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The components that effects the adjustment to reach a                                                                             
smooth and efficient grinding procedure and result are                                                                                 
in the following order: 

• Diameter of the work piece. 
• The width of the seat to be machined. 
• Material in the work piece. 
• Roughness of grinding material used. 
• Type of grinding material used. 

Adjustments of grinding speed and grinding pressure is then                                                                    
done to achieve a smooth grinding and sa+sfactory result. 
If needed, the grinding material might need to be changed to                                                         different 
roughness and/or material. 

8. Motor control, rota+on motor turn table.  
 
The turn table motor will operate between 5-40rpm. 
The drive uses a torque compensator that will make the                                                                        
motor to maintain the speed at different grinding loads. 
If too much load (Grinding pressure) are used, the                                                                                 
electronics will stop and reset the motor. This will be seen                                                                           
on the screen on the motor status.  
The load must then be released for a con+nuous use. 
The larger diameter on the driving head (Seat diameter),                                                                             
the larger load.  
Do not overload the turn table! 

The speed and the direc+on can be changed directly by just                                                                      
pushing the signs on the touch screen. 



Clamp work piece before 
start of the rota@on of the 
turntable.

Increase/decrease speed of 
rota+on table motor + -
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Always start at low rota@on speed and then make the                                                                              
increase to the desired speed. 
This to avoid damages on machine and work piece.  
And to reduce the risk of body injuries caused by unexpected high rota+on speed of the machine. 

CAUTION! 
ALWAYS SECURE WORK PIECE TO THE ROTATION TABLE BY                                                                      
USING THE RIGHT CLAMPING PROCEEDURE BEFORE                                                                                 
STARTING THE ROTATION TABLE!  
THE WORK PIECE MIGHT FALL OFF IF NOT CLAMPED AND                                                                       
CAUSE SEVERE BODY INJURY! 

 

 

 

Grinding motor instruc@on.  

9. The drive stem/shaN is clamped with Collet chuck of the                                                                     
same standard (ER50) as many other machines are using.                                                                          
This makes the drive easy to use and maintain. Collets can                                                                          
be changed to other sizes, but the stem has a support on the                                                                     
top of the machine that allows maximum Ø30mm.                                  

To change length of the drive stem, loosen the collet nut by                                                                  
using the right tools for this purpose.  

Cau@on!  
When collet nut is released the stem may fall down. Place a                                                                  
piece of wood or other soN material underneath or hold the                                                                   
stem with the hand. 
When the stem is in the desired length, clamp the nut by                                                                         
hand for the stem to stay in posi+on, and then +ghten the                                                                     
collet chuck nut by using the right tools. 



Mark on drive 
stem for correct     
posi+oning.

Collet chuck nut.
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10. Choose the desired spring actuated ball joint depending                                                                        
on the diameter of the work piece.   

Align the drive pin inside the ball joint to the slot in the drive                                                                         
stem. 

Pull down the outer lock ring om the ball joint, then slide the                                                                      
ball joint all the way to the mark on the drive stem. See pict. 

 

Then release the lock ring and the ball joint will be locked to                                                                     
the stem.  

To remove the ball joint, repeat the instruc+on the opposite                                                                           
way.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     



Spring actuated 
ball joint with the 
outer lock ring.
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11. To lock the larger model FL holding plates  
(Ø65-500mm) to the ball joint, the complete disc is                                                                                 
simply pushed on to the ball joint, and then +ghten with                                                                             
the screws seen on picture. (Two screws) 
Cau@on! Make sure the screws align to the holes in the                                                                                   
ball joint. 

To lock the smaller model K grinding discs (Ø24-150mm)                                                                              
to the ball joint push them on to the ball joint to the                                                                                     
self-locking system will click into place. (See pict) 
No tools are needed. 
It is the same func+on for all sizes of the  
model K grinding discs. The discs will only fit  
one way onto the ball joint. 
The drive pin in the discs shall correspond to the slot in                                                                                   
the ball joint. 
To remove the discs, pull the disc from the ball joint. 
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12. Change between angle table and turn table. 
Loosen the working lock. (See pict) 
(The working lock shall be used when the  
machine is in opera+on.) 

Swing the machine top to the opposite table to be used. 
(See pict) 

 

 
Pull the posi+on stop as shown on picture. 
 (See pict) 

The posi+on-stop 
can be released as by pulling the knob  
downwards. 
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It will engage as when the  
machine top is in working posi+on. 

13. The angle table shall be used for 
flat seats un-parallel to the angle table top.  

Angle table is an easy use design. 
Loosen the clamp. (See pict) 

  

  
 

Set the desired angle by using the hand wheel                                                                                                
on the front. The table can be leaned two ways.  

 

The angle does not need to be exact as the machine                                                                                   
has self-aligning grinding discs/plates. 
It will be able to absorb up to +-2° angle error. 

 

When the desired angle is reached,  
secure the table with the clamp. 

 



Clamp the work 
piece.

Clamp the work 
piece.
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Secure the work piece on the  
angle table before start of the machine.  

 

 

 

14. The turn table shall be used for flat seats parallel to the                                                                      
rota+on table top. 

Rota+on table is easily controlled on the touch panel.  
(See separate instruc+on for touch display.) 

Place the work piece on the turn table so the surface to be                                                                    
machines are as parallel to the rota+on table top as possible. 

(As close as possible to 90° to the drive stem. See pict) 

Clamp the work piece to the turn table before start of grinding                                                                    
to avoid accidents and damages.                                                                                                                         
The rota+on of the turn table will be most efficient if it rotates                                                          
counter direc+onal to the grinding motor stem. 

 

 

 

Cau@on! 
When the clamping force is applied to the work piece,  
Always try to avoid applying the force from the spanner in rota@on direc@on of the turn table.  



Correct use of block key. Incorrect use of block key.
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(See picture for correct spanner use.) 
This is to avoid applying high stress forces to the  
gear box of the turn table. 

Apply clamping force using common sense. 
Extreme clamping force are not necessary. 
                                                                                       

 

15. Clamping of work pieces. 

The LarsLap STM machine uses standard metric  
T-slot clamping tools of 10,8 grade steel.  

The T-slot clamping tools will fit both angle table  
and the turn table. 

Pictures shows typical use of accessories                             Typical and possible use of T-slot extensions. 
supplied with the machine.  
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                                                                            Typical and possible use of T-slot extensions.  

16. Use of model FL grinding plates and grinding heads. 
The LarsLap STM uses fric+on driven grinding heads for  
model FL holding plates, and solid flat discs for model K  
grinding discs. 

Fric+on driven grinding heads. 
To gain the desired grinding palern for a flat result the 
grinding the grinding heads must be arranged offset                                               Mount the grinding heads on 
from the surface that are grinded. (See picture)                                                            the preferred posi+on. 
It is recommended to place the grinding head so that  
the centre is s+ll on the grinded surface.  

When selec+on of the grinding head is done, one shall  
try to choose a grinding head wider than the surface to  
be machined.  
Example: Seat width, 20mm.  
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Grinding head diameter, 35-40mm. 

The holding plate shall be of the size so that the  
grinding heads will cover the seat with the necessary  
offset alignment. (See picture.)                                                         The grinding heads mounted in offset posi+on                                    
                                                                                                                 on a wedge seat for securing the rota+on.  
The holding plate and the grinding heads are selected  
according to seat diameter, seat width,  

Choose the grinding material and apply to the grinding  
heads. It is preferably to choose a finer grain size to  
start with as a rough grain may cause deeper scratches  
than it was before the grinding started. 

Grind for a few seconds, then examine the surface.  
Now it is easy to decide if different grinding material is  
needed or not.  
Con+nue the grinding to the required surface is alained.           Checking the seat surface aNer a short grinding 
Change grinding direc@on once every 60-100 seconds.               Procedure for determine grain size for  
                                                                                                                  Con+nuous grinding. 
When the grinding heads are rota+ng in the right way,  
the grinding palern on the surface will be crosswise  
over the seat surface. If there are scratches along with                                       Checking the seat surface to        
the seat circumference, the grinding heads are not rota+ng                               secure crosswise palern.                    
in a correct way. Stop grinding and examine the reason for  
this and adjust it for proper func+on. 

17. Use of model K grinding plates. 
The LarsLap STM uses solid flat discs for model K  
grinding discs. 

Solid flat discs. 
To gain the desired flat result it is important to  
always choose a finer grain size then if driven  
grinding heads are used. 
It is also important to have lower grinding pressure  
compared with driven grinding heads. 

Choose a grinding plate that are wider than the  
whole seat surface to be machined.  

Choose the grinding material and apply to the  
grinding plate.  
It is preferably to choose a finer grain size to start  
with as a rough grain may cause deeper scratches  
than it was before the grinding started. 
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Grind for a few seconds, then examine the surface.  
Now it is easy to decide if different grinding material  
is needed or not.  

Con+nue the grinding to the required surface is alained.  

When the turn table is used for work piece, it is possible  
to make the grinding palern more efficient for flatness 
and sealed surface, the work piece can be placed a lille 
offset on the turn table. 
When the turn table is rotated simultaneously as the  
grinding motor in different speeds, the grinding will be  
oscilla+ng crea+ng a very good surface palern. 
We recommend that the grinding motor and the turn table  
is rotated in different direc+ons for a quicker result.  

Change grinding direc@on once every 40-100 seconds. 

18. Grinding material use. 

Remove the self-adhesive grinding material aNer use.  
The glue will be stuck to the grinding head/grinding disc  
and will be harder to remove if it is not removed within a  
couple of hours aNer alachment to a metal surface. 
 

1, Model FL grinding head assembly. 

 

 

2, Model FL grinding discs alachment to FL holding plate. 

 

3, Self-adhesive grinding paper discs in different grits and sizes.  
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4-5, Alaching the self-adhesive grinding paper disc. 

*Clean the grinding head or the grinding disc using a for the  
purpose suitable solu+on.  
It shall be degreasing and evaporate easily. 

*Remove the cover paper for the glue on the grinding paper disc. 
 
*The grinding paper ring does not need to be perfectly centred  
to the grinding head or the grinding disc. 

Choosing grinding material. 

Before you start the grinding, check what type of material the seat is made of.  
Make sure that the seat is clean before you start. 
Start grinding with a rela+ve fine (for the surface) grit and just grind a short while,  
20-40 seconds, inspect the surface and determine the damage or there might not be any damage so 
you just have to change grit to a finishing grit, but if there is a damage you have to decide what 
grinding material and grit you need to use (see list on the next page). 
 
LarsLap Grinding discs SPY/SPX (grit)  
Is a very useful disc and the most commonly used together  
with the LarsLap valve grinders. The grinding material is a  
mix of Aluminum Oxide and Ceramic and can be used for the  
hardest material and to take away a lot of material. Only  
diamond discs and LarsLap Long Life boron nitride discs is  
capable removing harder seat material. 
 

                                                              Grinding discs (micron)  
                                                              This is the mostly used for the finer type of grinding andpolishing.  
                                                              LarsLap 3M discs are produced so that all grinding grains are the 
                                                              exact same size which produces a smooth surface on most of the  
                                                              materials. Available all the way down to 3 microns. 
 

Diamond  
Used at hard surfaces and heavy cunng but not on materials 
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like brass or stainless steel. For stainless LarsLap Long Life boron  
nitride is recommended. As lubricant you can use water.  
speed will burn the diamond. 
 

 

                                                             LarsLap Abrasive (Polishing) 
                                                            For lapping surfaces, is used with diamond paste or diamond slurry. 

RECOMMENDED GRINDING ABRASIVES 

SEAT CONDITION   BRASS SEAT   STAINLESS STEEL SEAT    STELLITE SEAT  

 Gr/µ  Material  Gr/µ  Material   Gr/µ  Material  
Poor Condition 
1  180µ  Micron Alumina  40-80 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina  40-80 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 
2  100µ  Micron Alumina 80 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 80 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
3  70µ   Micron Alumina 120 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 120 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
4  35µ    Micron Alumina 180 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 180 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
5      35 µ Micron Alumina 

__            

 Gr/µ  Material  Gr/µ Material   Gr/µ  Material  
Normal Condition 
1  180µ  Micron Alumina 80 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 80 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
2  100µ  Micron Alumina 120 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 120 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
3  70µ  Micron Alumina 180 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 180 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
4  35µ   Micron Alumina 35µ Micron Alumina 35µ  Micron Alumina 

            
   

 Gr/µ Material   Gr/µ Material   Gr/µ  Material   
Good Condition 
1  100µ   Micron Alumina 120 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 120 Gr  LL Ceramic Alumina 
2 70µ   Micron Alumina 180 Gr LL Ceramic Alumina 180 Gr   LL Ceramic Alumina 
3  35µ  Micron Alumina 35µ Micron Alumina 35µ  Micron Alumina 

Gr = Grit 
µ = Micron  
     

Permanent diamond & LarsLap Long Life boron nitride adding plates available for stellite and other 
hard seated material. 
Contact your local LarsLap dealer or visit our web site on www.larslap.com for more contact 
information. 
 

http://www.larslap.com
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